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To Check The Vocabulary Of German Words

The thing is that the volume of their passive vocabulary was much higher than the active one.. Try to use new vocabulary in
communication with your tutor Do not be afraid to make mistakes: the more you talk, the better you use your knowledge.. Each
of them is good in its own way, but they will give the best result together.. That is, you feel confident and can easily use them in
a speech, if suddenly there is such a need.. Support the learning of words with positive motivation: for example, when studying a
topic, tell us about the dishes you like, find a couple of recipes in German on the Internet.

That's why almost one third of the class is given to the oral warm-up Have learned a word - speak it.. Ever wonder about your
German vocabulary size? Even if you are a daily German speaker or a native German speaker, you still might find this test
challenging! German is a branch of the Indo-European language.. This is enough to talk about the weather, go to the store, chat
with friends However, if your Russian-speaking interlocutor suddenly abruptly changes the subject and wants to talk about
something narrow-minded, say, about fishing or about medicine, you will understand it without any problems.. Perhaps you met
teenagers who apart from 'well, you know', 'it' and 'shorter' could not say anything, although they understood perfectly well what
they were told.. It is better to learn less, but better , Most likely, will suggest studying words by topic.. Scientists say that for
everyday communication we have enough 800 words This is the so-called active vocabulary.

Vocabulary of the German language: quantity does not mean quality Try not to chase a huge number of words.. This is done so
that you can not just memorize, but also fix new vocabulary in speech and writing.. This is your passive vocabulary Words that
you practically do not use, but you know what they mean, much more.. Pushkin - 21 191 words!!! Of the 15 questions you
answered correctly at 11!!! Source: vashego-slovarnogo-zapasa-15-voprosov.. At the right time, you seem to be drawing them
out of memory The amount of passive vocabulary depends on age, education, sphere of activity, and, as a rule, 2-3 times the
active one.. 'I understand, but I can not say ' In the first lessons of the German language, we behave in exactly the same way: we
hear already familiar words, we understand, and how to use them - we do not know.. Why is it so?It is unlikely that you use the
words 'fishing rod', 'bait', 'anesthesia', 'scalpel' or 'cardiovascular diseases' every day, but you know what they mean.. Even if
you can learn more than a hundred a day, it will not benefit from it Gradually words that you do not use will be erased from
memory, and the feeling 'I definitely saw him somewhere' will appear more often.. Make a couple of proposals Regularly repeat
After all, only this way you will constantly keep it in mind in order to freely speak in German.. How many it is necessary to
know German words and how to expand your vocabulary? Learning the German words Ways to fill up your vocabulary of the
German language are countless.

Do not miss the opportunity to learn something new Read more books in German, gradually moving from easy literature to
more complex.. html?Mode = popular © Fishki net Many ask the question: 'In order to freely communicate?' To go to the store
enough hundreds to chat with friends - it's enough for five hundred, but to easily read a scientific journal may not be enough
and two or three thousand.. German: active and passive vocabulary Of course, you can not use all the words you know at once..
We have already talked about some of them in other articles, so here we will limit ourselves to mentioning: • cards; •; •; •; •; •..
Let's check out this free vocabulary lesson on public transport in German Knowing these useful German words will ensure you’ll
never walk into the wrong restroom, light up in a no-smoking area, or have your car towed from a no-parking spot.

Kind time of the people people We have today (Friday) On the clock 19-00 (GMT / UTC +3 hours in the summer) I passed and
this test is here on the site!!! At first everything went very well: 7 of the 7 correct answers!!! And then send me absolutely
unfamiliar words and was able to answer only half of them: 4 of 8!!! As a result: 11 correct answers out of 15 possible!!! Not
bad, but it could be better!!! At least 13/14!!! You have a vocabulary like Pushkin Alexander Sergeevich!=))) The test showed
that you have the same vocabulary as A. e10c415e6f 
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